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This project is proof that the design process is not always a straightforward journey! 
Beginning as an asymmetrical bracelet and taking a brief detour as a pair of earrings, 
this wood and copper necklace emerged after much trial and error. The wooden focal 
piece is embellished with a copper dangle, copper spacers, and a removable bead 
embroidery insert. 

 FiniSheD Size:
23”

 MaterialS:
2 2mm copper crimps
3 6 x 4mm oval jump rings
2 2�-gauge copper eye pins
�0 �/2 inches copper chain
2 �0mm dark wooden ovals
�25-�50 Delicas in matte brown, transparent 
brown, and metallic copper
8 3mm copper corrugated rounds 
2 6mm brown fire polished beads 
2 �0 8mm wooden ovals
� 25mm textured copper dangle
7 7mm copper daisy spacers
2 �2mm wooden squares
2 30x8mm patterned ceramic beads
2 8mm wood rounds
2 4mm patterned copper tubes
2 23x25mm tiger ebony wood pendant squares
2 4mm red wood squares
2 3mm copper rounds
� 34mm wooden bead with hole in center
� copper lobster clasp
�2” .0�9 red beading wire
�” square brown fabric M
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�” square of brown scrapbooking paper
Glue
Clear, self-adhesive art corners
Brown thread

 toolS: 
Wire cutters
Crimping pliers
Chain-nose pliers
Round-nose pliers
Scissors
Metal file (optional)

 techniqueS
Stringing, bead embroidery, gluing

Step 1: For focal piece: Cut off loop on copper dangle. File 
if necessary. Glue 5 spacers around rim of dangle and 
then glue the dangle to large wooden bead. On back of 
the bead, adhere two clear photo corners, trimming to 
fit. Using the three colors of Delicas, bead embroider 
a spiral, beginning in the center of the fabric. Glue 
to the fabric to the paper square and insert into the 
art corners with the bead embroidered part facing 
forward.

Step 2: On the beading wire, attach crimp to jump ring. 
String � corrugated round, � fire polished, � oval, � daisy 
spacer, � medium square, � corrugated round, � oblong 
ceramic, � wooden round, � copper spacer, �ebony 
pendant square, � small red square, � copper round.

Step 3: String focal bead, then finish stringing remaining 
beads in reverse order of step 2.  Crimp to jump ring.

Step 4: Separate copper chain into 4 sections:  2 sections 
with 3 large ovals and small chain (chain A); 2 sections 
with just small chain (chain B).  (See photo.)

Step 5: Attach � section of chain A to the jump ring.  
Step 6:  Create a simple loop with copper wire.  String � 

corrugated copper round, � wooden oval, � corrugated 
copper round.  Create a second simple loop.  Attach 
� loop to the open end of chain A.  Attach the other 
loop to chain B.

Step 7:  With a surgeon’s knot (Figure �),  tie one end of 

the thread to the small links of chain A.  String � or 2 
Delicas on the thread and weave through the � loop of 
chain.  Continue adding beads and weaving up through 
the chain.  Then work back down the chain, adding 
beads as necessary.  Tie another knot to finish.

Step 8:  Repeat steps 5-7 for the other side of the 
necklace.

Step 9:  Add a jump ring and lobster clasp to open ends 
of chain B. R

RESOURCES:
Copper chain: Lady Bug Beads, www.ladybugbeads.net; Seed 
beads, copper spacers, ceramic beads: Bead Cache, beadcache.
net; Small wooden beads: Loveland Bead Company, www.
lovelandbeadcompany.com; Large square wooden pendant: 
Fusionbeads.com, www.fusionbeads.com; Bead with hole 
in middle: Michaels, www.michaels.com; Copper  dangle:  
Fire Mountain Gems, www.firemountaingems.com; Clasp, 
polished brown ovals: Beads, 2839 S. College Ave., Ft. 
Collins, CO 80525; (970) 223-2191

Michelle Mach is the editor of Beading Daily. She 
loves the feeling when an especially stubborn project 
finally falls into place.

TIP:
It’s easiest to use a large piece of fabric for the bead 
embroidery and then cut it down to the size required.

Figure 1
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